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1. Work through the simplex method (in algebraic form) step by steps to solve the 
following

problem.
Maximize Z  =  x
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2. The Athletic Department of Leland University is considering whether to hold an 
extensive

campaign next year to raise funds for a new athletic field. The response to the campaign
depends heavily upon the success of the football team this fall. In the past, the football 

team 
has had winning seasons 60 percent of the past, the football team has had winning 

seasons
60 percent of the time. If the football team has a winning season (W) this all, then many 

of the alumnae and alumni will contribute will lose $2 million. If no campaign is 
undertaken, no costs are incurred. On September 1, just before the football season 
begins, the Athletic Department needs to make its decision about whether to hold the 
campaign next year.

(a) Develop a decision analysis formulation of this problem by identifying the 
alternative

actions, the states of nature, and the payoff table.
(b) According to Bayes decision rule, should be campaign be undetaken?
(c) What is EVPI?
(d) A famous football guru, William Walsh, has offered his services to help evaluate 

whether the team will have a winning season. For $100,000, he 
will carefully evaluate the team throughout spring practice and then 
throughout preseason workouts. William then will provide his prediction on 
September 1 regarding what kind of season, W or L, the team will have. In 
similar situations in the past when evaluating teams that have winning seasons 
50 percent of the time, his predictions have been correct 745 percent of the time.

Considering that this team has more of a winning tradition, if william predicts a 
winning season, what is the posterior probability tat the team actually will have a 

winning season? What is the posterior probability of a losing season? If Williams 
predicts a losing season instead, what is the posterior probabiulity 

of a winning 
season? Of a losing season? How these answers are obtained from a probability 

tree diagram.

3. Find the shortest path through each of the following networks, where the numbers 
represent

actual distances between the corresponding nodes.

(a)

4. Kris Lee, the owner and manager of the Quality Hard-ware Store, is reassessing his 
inventory

policy for hammers.He sells an average of 50 hammers per month, so he has been 
placing an

order to purchase 50 hammers from a wholesaler at a cost of $20 per hammer at the end 
of

each month. However, Kris does all the ordering for the store himself and finds that this 
is taking a great of his time. He estimates that the value of his time spent in placing 
each order for hammers is $75.

(a) What would the unit holding cost for hammers need to be for Kris current 
inventory policy to be optimal according to the basic EOQ model? What is 
this unit holding cost as a percentage of the unit acquisition cost?

(b) What is the optimal order quantity if the unit holding cost actually is 20 percent 
of the unit acquisition cost? What is the corresponding value of TVC total 
variable inventory cost per year (holding costs plus the administrative costs for 
placing orders)? what is TVC for the current inventory policy?

(c) If the wholesaler typically delivers a order of hammers in 5 working days (out of 
25 working days in an average month), what should the recorder point be 
(according to the

basic EOQ model)?
(d) Kris doesnt like to incur inventory shortages of important items. Therefore, he 

has 
decided to add a safety stock of 5 hammers to safeguard against late deliveries 

and larger- usual sales. What is his new reorder point? How much does this 
safety stock add to TVC?

5. What is Linear Programming? State its assumptions with graphical instructions

6. The Onenote Co. produces a single product at three plants for four customers. The three 
plants will produce 60, 80, and 40 units, respectively, during the next time period. The 
firm has made a commitment to sell 40 units to cust omer 1, 60 units to cust omer 
2, and at least 20 units to customer 3. Both customers 3 and 4 also want to buy as 
many of the remaining units as 

possible. The net profit associated with shipping a unit from plant i for sale to customer 
j  is given by the following table:

Customer
1 2 3 4

1 5800 $700 $500 $200
Plant 2 $500 $200 $100 $300

3 $600 $400 $300 $500

Management wishes to know how many units to sell to customers 3 and 4 and 
how many

units to ship from each of the plants toeach of the cust omers to maximize profit.
(a) Formulate this problem as a transportation problem where te objective 

function is to be maximized by 
(b) Constructing the appropriate parameter table that gives unit profits
(c) Now formulate this transportation problem with the usual objective of 

minimizing total cost by converting the parameter table from part (a)  
into one that gives costs instead of unit profits.
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